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Not as hard as it looks: Reflections on Changing 
Approaches to Learning Mandarin Chinese as a Second 
Language



‘Traditional’ Approach

“Traditionally, pupils learn Chinese characters by 

repeatedly copying them until they can reproduce their form 

and pronunciation from memory…The process takes many 

years and is perceived by pupils as laborious and boring.” 

(Tse et al 2007.)



What do you need to learn?

• Pronunciation

• Meaning(s) 

• Tone

• Stroke order

• Recognition

Character: 中 文

Pinyin/tones: zhōng wén

Meaning:       Chinese Language



Tones

中文 （Zhong1 wen2）

https://www.hanbridgemandarin.com/article/chinese-learning-tips/learn-chinese-pinyin-pronunciation/



Stroke Order (for 中文)

https://www.yellowbridge.com/chinese/character-stroke-order.php?word=%E4%B8%AD&cache=3895



Writing

https://boisemcs.org/resources/create-chinese-character-practice-writing-sheets/

Repetition, repetition, repetition… 



Is there another way?

https://ankiweb.net

New technology to support traditional pedagogy



Use of mnemonics

“The connection between constituent parts of a 

written Hanzi and their representative scenes or 

objects creates a mnemonic device” (Han 2017). 

Associating component parts of a Chinese 

character with a narrative which can be combined 

to construct the overall meaning. 

These narratives are drawn both from the 

etymology of the character or invented to meet 

individual need. 

Heisig, J.W. and Richardson, T.W., 2009. Remembering Simplified Hanzi 1.



Heisig’s mnemonic approach

Heisig, J.W. and Richardson, T.W., 2009. Remembering Simplified Hanzi 1. 



Different ways of learning characters

https://www.chineasy.com/



Gamification

https://ninchanese.com/

“Ninchanese brings you the best of technology and gamification, 

through a well-shaped learning curriculum and bite-sized stages that 

will take you to a beginner to a fluent level in Chinese.”



https://wordswing.com/select

Gamification through ‘text based adventures’



https://wordswing.com/cards/text-game/city/play



Shortcuts

Without necessarily knowing how to write with a pen, it is possible to 

write Chinese competently using a computer or tablet as this simply 

relies on knowing the pronunciation and recognising the appropriate 

character rather than remembering the stroke order. 

https://www.chinese-forums.com/forums/topic/46477-hsk-computer-based-exam-has-no-value/

Since you can type, it kills the main difficulty of Chinese language…

my American friends believe that he [my Chinese friend] clearly doesn't master 

English, because he can't write. But when it's about Chinese, suddenly it seems like 

ability to write is not part of mastering a language anymore, especially for many new 

students...kind of strange double standard.



Your turn…

www.ebay.co.uk



http://sallyamthorbarone.blogspot.com/2010/08/rustic-signs.html



You have just asked for 1 cup of coffee in mandarin 

Chinese. 

一杯咖啡

Yībēi kāfēi
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